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Address Princetel, Inc. 
1595 Pennington RD STE300 
Pennington, NJ 08534

Country USA

State New Jersey

Phone 001 609 8959890

Fax 001 609 8959552

Internet www.princetel.com

 

Employees 20

Year founded 2000

Export Rate 30%

Associations ADC, OSA, NAB

CONTACT PERSONS
Contact 1. Mr. Bryan Horsford 

Application Engineer 
Phone: 001 609 895 9890 x113 
Fax: 001 609 895 9552  

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Glass polishing machine - fiber optic rotary joints, pigtailed diode lasers, passive fiber optic components, and fiber polishers

COMPANY BACKGROUND / HISTORY
Princetel, Inc. is a privately funded manufacturer of optical inter-connection products. Our four main product lines are fiber optic rotary joints, electrical
slip rings, fiber optic components, and fiber/glass polishers and polishing machines.

The unique portable polisher with a hand crank is ideal for field applications, expecially where electrical spark is prohibited. The same machine can
also be equiped with an 12 V motor for lab or production evironments.

Our portable polishing machine and the fully automated machin share the same polishing fixture elements. So they are interchangeable and easily
modified to fit a variety of polishing needs.
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